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RGVN (NE) Microfinance Limited: REACHING THE UNREACHED
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RGVN(NE) Microfinance Ltd.
head quartered in Guwahati
provides microfinance services
in the most underserved
regions of India i.e seven
North-eastern states. It is led
by Ms. Rupali Kalita which
makes it one of the few MFIs
being led by a woman. Dia
Vikas Capital partnered with
RGVN in December 2008,
when it had a total client base of
60,000
and
a
portfolio
outstanding of Rs. 29 crore. As
on March 2017, RGVN(NE) has
a total client base of 408,000
and a portfolio of Rs. 6,883

million. Other than income
generating loans, it also
provides water and sanitation
loans to clients. It also focuses
on social performance management, which will help it find out
the impact of the microfinance
program on the lives of clients
in the long term. Because of its
good work for financial
inclusion of unbanked people,
Reserve Bank of India gave
final approval to RGVN(NE) for
launching small finance bank,
which will help it offer savings
products to clients.

ACUMEN’S NEW APPROACH TO IMPACT MEASUREMENT
Acumen
created
a
new
approach to impact measurement and management, Lean
Data (LD), which helps build
more impactful businesses by
providing them with data on
their
social
performance,
customer feedback and behaviour. With this new approach,
in just three years, they have
spoken to more than 6,000
customers in India, and 35,000
globally and seen our portfolio
companies
in
agriculture,
energy, health, and education,
making decisions based on
what their customers are telling
them.The Energy LD project is
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our first sector specific deepdive. Acumen is looking at the
impact of energy access,
aligned with global harmonized
impact
metrics,
alongside
Acumen standard impact and
customer insight questions.
They are also starting to
benchmark
social
impact
performance against industry
standards,
within
their
portfolio, and across other
companies. In India, they have
engaged with four of their
Energy Portfolio Companies.
You can read about the project
here, and look out for updates
in our Energy Impact Series.

